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A new compensating element for a femtosecond photoelectron gun
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共Received 14 March 2001; accepted for publication 16 May 2001兲
Design and analysis of a new compensating element for improving the electron pulse front and
compressing the pulse duration in a femtosecond photoelectron gun are described. The
compensating element is a small metallic cylindrical cavity in which an external voltage is applied
in such a way that a special electric field forms and interacts with the electron pulse. This electric
field reduces the distances between the faster and slower electrons inside the cavity and efficiently
compensates for electron pulse broadening caused by the photoelectron energy spread and space
charge effects. Poisson’s equation and the equation of motion are solved to obtain the electron
trajectories. Results highlight the important design parameters of the new compensating element and
show its feasibility in compressing electron pulses in the femtosecond regime. © 2001 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1387254兴

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the need to improve the temporal resolution of streak cameras1–15 and time resolved electron
diffraction,16 –34 the development of photoelectron guns capable of delivering picosecond and subpicosecond electron
pulses has been investigated extensively. However, the technology for generating electron pulses with pulse widths of
⬃100 fs, electron energies of 10–50 keV with electron energy spread in the few eV range, and 103 to 104 electrons per
pulse are still under development. The main obstacles are
photoelectron energy spread and space charge effects that
cause significant electron pulse broadening.
In Ref. 35, relativistic electron pulses 50 fs in duration,
2.6 MeV electron energy, with (2 – 4.6)⫻108 electrons per
pulse were obtained experimentally using an electron pulse
compression technology based on introducing a large energy
spread followed by a magnetic prism. However, for applications in streak cameras and electron diffraction, the electron
energy is far below the relativistic regime and has a few eV
or less energy spread. This makes magnetic electron pulse
compression, as applied to a relativistic electron pulse with
energy spread in the keV range, unfeasible. A method of
temporal dispersion compression was also suggested for the
nonrelativistic case to produce 50 fs electron pulses, but to
our
knowledge,
has
not
been
experimentally
implemented.9,10 The effects of electron energy spread on
electron pulse broadening can be reduced, to some extent, in
the photocathode-to-mesh region by choosing a photocathode with a suitable work function, close to the laser photon
energy, and applying a relatively high acceleration electric
a兲
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field in the vicinity of the photocathode.2,4,14 On the contrary,
space charge effects causing electron pulse broadening are
more difficult to remove. Electron pulse broadening is often
larger in the electron drift region than in the photocathodeto-mesh region.3,5,36 –38 For a photoactivated electron gun activated by a femtosecond laser pulse, the electron pulse
broadens into the picosecond range in a short time as it
propagates towards the anode and in the postanode drift region. For the photoelectron gun configuration shown in Fig.
1共a兲 we have developed a simple fluid model to investigate
the electron pulse broadening caused by photoelectron energy spread and space charge effects in the photocathode-toanode region and in the postanode drift region.39 Pulse
broadening due to the initial photoelectron energy spread occurs mainly in the photocathode-to-anode region and is estimated to be ⬃150 fs for an initial photoelectron energy
spread ⌬E 0 ⫽0.2 eV, d⫽3 mm, and V 0 ⫽30 kV, where d is
the photocathode-to-anode mesh spacing and V 0 is voltage
applied to the photocathode with the anode grounded, as
shown in Fig. 1共a兲. However, pulse broadening due to space
charge effects becomes severe in the postanode drift region,
when the electron density is high, because of the large drift
time in that region. Pulse broadening due to space charge
effects in the postanode drift region can be expressed as39
⌬t sp⫽

e 1/2m 1/2L 2 N
2
4&  V 3/2
0  0r b

,

共1兲

where ⫺e and m are the charge and mass of an electron, V 0
is the voltage applied between the cathode and the anode
共mesh兲, r b is the radius of the electron beam, L is the length
of the drift region, N is the number of the electrons contained
in the electron pulse, and  0 is the vacuum permittivity. ⌬t sp
is calculated to be 350 fs for L⫽40 cm, N⫽1000, r b
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. The configuration of the compensating cavity for a femtosecond
electron gun.

FIG. 1. 共a兲 The configuration of a photoelectron gun with magnetic lens. 共b兲
A typical electron pulse front due to electron beam divergence caused by
space charge effects and the initial electron energy spread.

⫽0.45 mm, and V 0 ⫽30 kV. Additional electron pulse broadening occurs due to the energy spread of the photoelectrons
at the surface of the photocathode. For a laser pulse of  0
⫽50 fs in duration and electron pulse broadening ⌬t e
⬇150 fs due to initial photoelectron energy spread, the electron pulse width will be ⌬t p ⫽  0 ⫹⌬t e ⫹⌬t sp⬇550 fs, assuming a square pulse shape to allow for obtaining an analytical solution. Therefore to construct an electron gun
capable of delivering 1000 electrons per pulse over a 40 cm
drift distance, with a pulse width less than 200 fs, it is necessary to develop an efficient compensating device for compressing an electron pulse broadened by space charge effects
and the initial photoelectron energy spread. This compensating device can also be applied to achieve shorter electron
pulses, if the drift distance is reduced.
In general, an electron traveling exactly along the center
axis will spend less time than an electron traveling
off-axially.9 Electron beam divergence in the E-field free
drift region is mainly caused by the electron space charge
effects and energy spread. The electron pulse front resembles
the shape shown in Fig. 1共b兲. In this case, the space charge
effects of the inner electrons in the electron pulse increase
the radial components of velocities of the edge electrons and
lead to divergence of the electron beam. Similarly, an elec-

tron traveling along the center of the pulse front is faster
along the axial direction than other electrons because it is
accelerated by the space charge of the electrons following it.
Consequently, for edge electrons the axial components of
velocities are lower than for electrons at or near the center
that are drifting only along the axial direction. Therefore if
an axially directed acceleration electric field that increases
off-axially, or an axially directed decelerating electric field
that decreases off-axially, is generated in the drift region, the
axial distances between the center electron and the edge electrons will be decreased. Thus the electron pulse front can be
improved and the temporal dispersion of the electron gun can
be reduced. The purpose of this article is to introduce a new
electron dispersion-compensating element for application in
femtosecond photoelectron guns. Our results show that this
compensating element is efficient in compressing a femtosecond electron pulse.
The remainder of the present article is as follows. In Sec.
II the configuration of the compensating element and the
basic formulation are given. In Sec. III the equation of motion is solved to obtain the trajectories of the electrons in an
electron pulse front and the results are given showing the
compression of the electron pulse.
II. CONFIGURATION AND MODEL OF THE
COMPENSATING ELEMENT

The basic configuration of the compensating element is
shown in Fig. 2. The element is a metallic cylindrical cavity
with a length l and a radius R. On one side of the cavity
there is a pinhole through which the electron pulse can pass
along the axial direction ẑ, and on the opposite side there is
a fine mesh that is electrically insulated from the other sides
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Compensating element

of the cavity by an insulation material or vacuum. The thickness of the insulation material or vacuum gap should be
much smaller than the length l of the cavity. In addition, the
radius of the pinhole r 0 is assumed to be much smaller than
that of the cavity. The cavity is grounded except for the
mesh, which has an applied potential of  ⫽⫺  0 ⬍0. Just
after this fine mesh there is another fine mesh that is
grounded and used to form a relatively uniform acceleration
electric field for electrons exiting from the compensating
cavity. This grounded mesh gives a relatively uniform acceleration to the electrons after the compensating element and
shields the electric field produced by the fine mesh at a potential  ⫽⫺  0 ⬍0, allowing the electron pulse to subsequently drift in an electric field free region. We discuss the
interaction of the electron pulse with the electric field inside
the cavity.
The potential distribution  within the cavity can be described by Poisson’s equation in the cylindrical coordinates
(r,  ,z), which is written as

冉 冊

1 

 2
r
⫹ 2 ⫽0,
r r
r
z

共2兲

where  /   ⫽0 because of the azimuthal symmetry. The fine
mesh at  ⫽⫺  0 ⬍0 is treated as a solid metallic sheet, and
the effects of the isolation material and the pinhole whose
radius r 0 is much smaller than the radius R of the cavity are
ignored. Solving Eq. 共2兲 using the boundary conditions of
 (r⫽R)⫽  (z⫽0)⫽0 and  (z⫽l)⫽⫺  0 ⬍0, one can obtain the potential distribution , which is written as
⬁

 ⫽⫺ 兺

n⫽1

20
␣ nJ 1共 ␣ n 兲

冉 冊
冉 冊
冉 冊

␣ nz
R
␣ nr
J0
,
␣ nl
R
sinh
R

sinh

共3兲

and the components of the electric field in the cavity are
expressed as
⬁


20
⫽⫺
E r ⫽⫺
r
n⫽1 RJ 1 共 ␣ n 兲

兺

and
⬁


20
E z ⫽⫺
⫽
 z n⫽1 RJ 1 共 ␣ n 兲

兺

冉 冊
冉 冊
冉 冊

␣ nz
R
␣ nr
J1
␣ nl
R
sinh
R

共4兲

冉 冊
冉 冊
冉 冊

共5兲

sinh

␣ nz
␣ nr
R
J0
,
␣ nl
R
sinh
R

cosh

where E r is the radial component of the electric field, E z is
the axial component of the electric field, ␣ n is the nth root of
the zero-order Bessel function J 0 (x), satisfying J 0 ( ␣ n )⫽0,
and J 1 (x) is the first-order Bessel function.
It can be seen that the axial electric field E z ⬎0, thus all
the electrons that experience this field will be decelerated.
The axial component E z of the electric field decreases with
increasing r due to the property of the Bessel function J 0 (x)
and thus this field can be a compensating field. In this case,
the center electrons in the electron pulse will be decelerated
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FIG. 3. The axial electric field E z in the compensating cavity as a function
of r for R/r c ⫽0.05 and l/r c ⫽0.65 in the cases of z/r c ⫽0.58, 0.60, and
0.62.

more than the edge electrons, which can improve the pulse
front and compress the electron pulse. The compensating element described in Fig. 2 should be immersed in a relatively
strong axial guide magnetic field B to compensate for the
divergence due to E r . The parameters of  0 , l, and R can be
adjusted in order to achieve the desired compensation. Equations 共4兲 and 共5兲 are evaluated numerically to obtain the distribution of the electric field in the cavity. For the sake of
convenience, dimensionless variables are used in the calculations. These normalization variables are E 0 ⫽2  0 /R and
r c ⫽mc/eB, where c is the speed of light in vacuum and B is
the constant axial magnetic field applied in the compensating
cavity.
Figure 3 shows the axial electric field E z as a function of
the distance r from the center of the cylindrical cavity for
R/r c ⫽0.05 and l/r c ⫽0.65 in the cases of z/r c ⫽0.58, 0.60,
and 0.62. We can see from Fig. 3 that E z decreases with the
increase of r and increases with z under the condition that z
is not too close to l. Detailed calculations 共results not shown
in Fig. 3兲 indicate that the dependence of E z on r will change
when z is very close to l due to J 1 ( ␣ n ) appearing in the
denominators of Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲. It is shown later that this
will not affect the performance of the cavity in improving the
electron pulse front and compressing the pulse width of the
photoelectron gun because this region is too small to alter the
compressing function of the cavity. Figure 4 shows the radial
electric field E r as a function of r for R/r c ⫽0.05 and l/r c
⫽0.65 in the cases of z/r c ⫽0.58, 0.60, and 0.62. As can be
seen from Fig. 4, the absolute value 兩 E r 兩 of the radial electric
field first increases with both r and z, but then decreases
with r as r becomes very close to R. The divergence effects
of E r on the electron pulse can be efficiently compensated
for by the axial magnetic field B. In addition, one can also
observe that the center electron of the electron pulse front
will lose more kinetic energy than the edge electrons because
the absolute value 兩  兩 of the potential decreases as r increases according to Eq. 共3兲.
An efficient way to investigate the physics of the compensating element is to depict the trajectories of the electrons
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

FIG. 4. The radial electric field E r in the compensating cavity as a function
r for R/r c ⫽0.05 and l/r c ⫽0.65 in the cases of z/r c ⫽0.58, 0.60, and 0.62.

contained in the electron pulse front when the pulse passes
through the element. We next formulate a model by which
the electron trajectories of the electron pulse front can be
obtained. It is appropriate to assume that the length l of the
compensating cavity is short enough to neglect the self-space
charge effects of the electron beam.39 In this case, the motion
of the electrons will be only in the externally applied constant magnetic field B and the electric field E⫽E r r̂⫹E z ẑ in
the compensating cavity, which is given by Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲.
The components of the equation of motion for an electron
are written as
d v r v 2 e
⫽ ⫺ 关 E r⫹ v B 兴 ,
dt
r
m

共6兲

d v  eB v r v r v 
⫽
⫺
,
dt
m
r

共7兲

eE z
dvz
⫽⫺
,
dt
m

共8兲

and

where ⫺e and m are electron charge and mass, v⫽ v r r̂
⫹ v  ˆ ⫹ v z ẑ is the electron velocity in cylindrical coordinates, and E r and E z are given by Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲. Other
useful relations are
dr
⫽ v r,
dt

共9兲

d v
⫽ ,
dt
r

共10兲

dz
⫽vz .
dt

共11兲

and

Equations 共6兲–共11兲 can be used to investigate the motion
of the electrons in the compensating cavity. There are no
analytical solutions to Eqs. 共6兲–共11兲, and numerical solutions
are necessary to obtain the electron trajectories.

In this section we numerically solve Eqs. 共6兲–共11兲 to
further explore the physics of the compensating element described in Fig. 2. We assume that the electron pulse is azimuthally symmetric. Therefore all the edge electrons in the
electron front have the same velocity and trajectory. We only
consider two kinds of electrons contained in the electron
pulse front, i.e., the center electron and the edge electrons. It
is convenient to use dimensionless variables to treat these
equations. As shown in Fig. 1共b兲, in addition to r c ⫽mc/eB
and E 0 ⫽2  0 /R, the physical quantities involved in the following numerical results are the radius r b of the electron
beam or the radial position r⫽r b of the edge electrons in the
electron pulse front, the radial position r⫽r cen⫽0 of the
center electron, the axial position z⫽z 1 and axial velocity
v z ⫽ v z1 of the center electron, the axial position z⫽z 2 and
axial velocity v z ⫽ v z2 of the edge electrons, the axial distance ⌬z⫽z 1 ⫺z 2 and the axial velocity difference ⌬ v z
⫽ v z1 ⫺ v z2 between the center electron and the edge electrons, the average initial drift velocity v 0 of the electrons at
the entrance of the compensating cavity, the average initial
kinetic energy ⫽m v 20 /2 of the electrons, the initial electron
energy spread ⌬ of the electron pulse at the entrance of the
cavity, and the cyclotron frequency  c ⫽eB/m of the electrons in the magnetic field B.
In addition, at the entrance of the compensating cavity,
the center electron is initially at (r,z)⫽(r cen ,z 1 )⫽(0,z 10)
with z 10⬎0, and the edge electrons are initially at (r,z)
⫽(r b ,z 2 )⫽(r b ,z 20)⫽(r b ,0). Therefore the axial distance
between the center electron and the edge electrons is initially
⌬z⫽⌬z 0 ⫽z 10 . The radius r 0 of the pinhole at the entrance
of the compensating cavity is assumed to be larger than the
initial beam radius r b . At the axial position z⫽l, the electron reaches the end of the compensating cavity. In order to
show the effects of electron energy spread on the electron
pulse front, we will investigate the case in which the initial
kinetic energy difference between the center electron and the
edge electrons at the entrance of the compensating cavity is
equal to the energy spread ⌬. Moreover, the initial velocity
v0 of the electrons at the entrance of the compensating cavity
takes the form of v0 ⫽ v 0 关 sin(0)r̂⫹cos(0)ẑ兴, where  0 is the
velocity divergence angle. The center electron is assumed to
have  0 ⫽  01⫽0, but for the edge electrons  0 ⫽  02⬎0,
where  01 and  02 refer to the velocity divergence angles of
center electron and edge electrons, respectively. It is worth
noting that our model does not include the details of the
shape of the electron pulse front and the initial axial distance
⌬z 0 between the center electron and the edge electrons depends on the electron dynamics before the entrance of the
compensating cavity.
Figure 5 shows the radial position r of the edge electrons
in the electron pulse front as a function of the axial position
z for r b /r c ⫽0.0075, z 20⫽0, v 0 /c⫽1/3, R/r c ⫽0.05, l/r c
⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1 in the cases of  02⫽0 and  02
⫽0.016. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the beam radius r b
varies from 0.0075 r c to about 0.0164 r c in the case of  02
⫽0.016 when the electron pulse passes through the compensating element. However, the beam radius r b changes from
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FIG. 5. The radial position r of the edge electrons in the electron pulse front
as a function of axial position z for r b /r c ⫽0.0075, z 20⫽0, v 0 /c⫽1/3,
R/r c ⫽0.05, l/r c ⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1 in the cases of  02⫽0 and  02
⫽0.016.

0.0075 r c to about 0.0085 r c in the case of  02⫽0. Therefore
the variation of the beam radius is mainly due to the initial
electron velocity divergence represented by the value of  02 .
The effect of the radial electric field E r on the beam divergence is small in the case of a constant axial applied magnetic field B. The value of E r is very small near r⫽0 according to Fig. 4, and therefore its divergence effect is
negligible.
Figure 6 shows the axial velocities v z of the center electron and edge electrons in the electron pulse front as a function of z for r b /r c ⫽0.0075, z 10 /r c ⫽0.000 40, z 20⫽0,  01
⫽0,  02⫽0.016, v 0 /c⫽1/3, ⌬/⫽0.000 036, R/r c
⫽0.05, l/r c ⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1. Figure 6 indicates that
the axial velocities of the center electron and edge electrons
are decreased as the electron pulse reaches the end of the

FIG. 6. The axial velocities v z of the center electron and edge electrons in
the electron pulse front as a function of z for r b /r c ⫽0.0075, z 10 /r c
⫽0.000 40, z 20⫽0,  01⫽0,  02⫽0.016, v 0 /c⫽1/3, ⌬/⫽0.000 036,
R/r c ⫽0.05, l/r c ⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1.

Compensating element
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FIG. 7. The axial velocity difference ⌬ v z ⫽ v z1 ⫺ v z2 between the center
electron and edge electrons in the electron pulse front as a function of z for
r b /r c ⫽0.0075, z 10 /r c ⫽0.000 40, z 20⫽0,  01⫽0,  02⫽0.016, v 0 /c⫽1/3,
⌬/⫽0.0000 36, R/r c ⫽0.05, l/r c ⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1.

compensating cavity. In addition, as shown in Fig. 6, the
axial velocity of the edge electrons is slightly lower than that
of the center electron at the entrance of the compensating
cavity. However, the edge electrons catch up with the center
electron because their axial velocity is brought slightly larger
than that of the center electron near the exit of the compensating cavity. Thus the compensating electric field in the cavity causes pulse compression. The compensating effect can
be also clearly seen from Fig. 7, where we have plotted the
axial velocity difference ⌬ v z ⫽ v z1 ⫺ v z2 between the center
electron and the edge electrons in the electron pulse front as
a function of z for the same parameters used in Fig. 6. At the
entrance of the cavity, the velocity of the center electron is
larger than the velocity of the edge electrons, ⌬ v z ⫽ v z1
⫺ v z2 ⬎0. However, for z/r c ⬎0.53, ⌬ v z ⬍0 and the edge
electrons will become faster than the center electron after the
interaction of the electron pulse with the compensating electric field in the cavity. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of ⌬ v z first increases and then decreases with z in the
region 0.53⬍z/r c ⬍0.65. This occurs because the field E z
depends on r such that it decelerates the center electron more
than the edge electrons over most of the cavity length, however, near the end of the compensating cavity this dependence of E z on r is reversed. For 0.53⬍z/r c ⬍0.65, ⌬ v z
⬍0 indicating that the compensating function of the cavity is
still maintained in spite of the variation of ⌬ v z near the end
of the compensating cavity.
The improvement in the electron front and compression
of the electron pulse can be observed in Fig. 8, where we
have plotted the axial distance ⌬z⫽z 1 ⫺z 2 between the center electron and the edge electrons in the electron pulse front
as a function of time t for r b /r c ⫽0.0075,  01⫽0,  02
⫽0.016, v 0 /c⫽1/3, ⌬/⫽0.000 036, R/r c ⫽0.05, l/r c
⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1 in the cases of different initial axial
distances of ⌬z 0 /r c ⫽0.000 45, 0.000 40, and 0.000 35. As
can be seen from Fig. 8, the axial distance between the center
electron and the edge electrons first increases with time t due
to initial energy spread and beam divergence, but then de-
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FIG. 8. The axial distance ⌬z⫽z 1 ⫺z 2 between the center electron and the
edge electrons in the electron pulse front as a function of time t for r b /r c
⫽0.0075,  01⫽0,  02⫽0.016, v 0 /c⫽1/3, ⌬/⫽0.000 036, R/r c ⫽0.05,
l/r c ⫽0.65, and E 0 /cB⫽1.1 in the cases of different initial axial distances
of ⌬z 0 /r c ⫽0.000 45, 0.000 40, and 0.000 35.

creases abruptly with time t due to the strong compensating
electric field experienced by the electron pulse in the cavity.
This is easily understood using the data shown in Figs. 6 and
7, where the curves indicate the change of sign of the axial
velocity difference ⌬ v z between the center electron and the
edge electrons. As shown in Fig. 8, the value of ⌬z in the
case of ⌬z 0 /r c ⫽0.000 35 can even become negative as the
time t increases, which means that the edge electrons have
completely caught up with the center electron, and consequently the electron pulse duration is compressed.
The design of the compensating cavity can be based on
the numerical results obtained above. However, a long compensating device should be avoided because a long electron
beam drift distance will result in a considerable electron
pulse broadening due to space charge effects. A compensating cavity of less than 6 cm in length is suitable for a 200 fs
electron gun with 103 electrons per pulse because in this case
the space charge pulse broadening ⌬t sp in the 6-cm cavity is
less than 10 fs for a beam radius of r b ⫽0.45 mm and the
average electron drift kinetic energy at the cavity entrance of
⫽30 keV according to Eq. 共1兲. In addition, the radius of the
compensating cavity should also be as small as possible in
order to focus the distribution of the electric field to meet the
compensating requirements inside the cavity. The results
shown in Figs. 5– 8 indicate that the appropriate design parameters of the compensating cavity can be l⫽5.6 cm, R
⫽0.4 cm,  0 ⫽14 kV, and B⫽200 G. These design parameters apply for a photoelectron gun with an electron energy
of 30 keV, a space charge-caused electron energy spread of
less than 1.1 eV, an electron beam radius ⬃0.6 mm at the
compensating cavity, and 103 electrons per pulse. In the example we gave earlier, a 50 fs photoelectron pulse at the
photocathode broadened by its energy spread and space
charge effects over a 40 cm drift distance to ⌬t p ⬇550 fs. 39
For these design parameters, the electron pulse front can be
improved considerably and the electron pulse duration can
be reduced by as much as ⌬z 0 / v 0 ⬇350 fs according to Fig.
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8. In this case, the electron pulse duration may reach a value
of 200 fs (⫽550⫺350 fs) under the condition that the shape
of the electron pulse front, with a value of ⌬z 0 due to space
charge effects, is the major factor that affects the electron
pulse duration. The gap length between the mesh with potential  0 ⫽14 kV and the end of the 5.6 cm cavity can be a few
mm, enough to hold-off breakdown in vacuum. The model
ignores this distance, which is valid when the length of the
cavity is much larger than the width of the insolation gap.
This new compensating element can be used to extend
the temporal resolution of streak cameras and time-resolved
electron diffraction. Depending on the design parameters and
the shape of the electron pulse, for a femtosecond electron
gun with an electron energy of 30 keV and 103 electrons per
pulse, the electron pulse duration can be reduced by 350 fs
when using a single compensating cavity with a radius of 0.4
cm and 5.6 cm in length.
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